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QUESTION 1

A presales TDA meeting is in review process the Technical Specialist finds a problem with the configuration. The
incorrect power cord on the z196 was ordered. The machine order was placed and has a Plant Order Number in the
system. Which of the following is the correct action to resolve problem? 

A. Reschedule the presales TDA 

B. Resolve with the customer at the planning meeting 

C. Request the customer change the power supply 

D. Advise the sales specialist to alter the order to correct the power cord 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A System z technical specialist is configuring an MES upgrade of a z10EC to a z196. The MRREPORT does not
properly reflect the latest z10 configuration since a few cards were swapped recently. This needs to be corrected for a
TDA in two weeks. 

Which of the following actions address this situation? 

A. Run eConfig 

B. Transmit the VPD to the IBM manufacturing plant 

C. Ignore the removed cards and proceed with the configuration 

D. Manually edit the MRREPORT to account for the changes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

z196 has better performance than z10 EC. Which of the following is the reason? 

A. RAIM memory 

B. Additional Cryptographic algorithm 

C. More I/O bandwidth 

D. Faster processor speed 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following is a key benefit to customers who deploy zEnterprise compared to other solutions? 

A. A hypervisor infrastructure that allows movement of an application online between different architectures 

B. A hypervisor and hardware management across multiple platforms. 

C. A management solution that provides support across multiple x86 hypervisors. 

D. A management solution for the complete mulit-vendor infrastructure within a datacenter. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a differentiator of the System z compared to other hardware platforms? 

A. System z utilizes faster memory to accelerate application execution. 

B. System z utilizes SAP for offloading I/Os from standard processors. 

C. System z platform provides spare processors to improve availability. 

D. System z is the only platform that exploits memory protection technologies. 

Correct Answer: B 
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